
KOOL SERIES 
READY MADE

HIGH QUALITY 
STYLISH SHADE SAILS 
BUILT TO LAST



    

Kool Series shade sails are built to last. They 

have been designed and manufactured in New 

Zealand to a very high standard and are perfect 

for the discerning DIY enthusiast. SHADETEC 

320 fabric is very durable and comes in a large 

range of designer colours. Our enhanced corner 

design has a 316 stainless steel D-ring reinforced 

with a double layer of mildew resistant webbing. 

All hems have webbing reinforcing and are triple 

stitched with PTFE thread that will last for over 

13 years without rotting. The strong webbing in 

the edge and the curved sides ensure that the sail 

will sit snugly and fly gracefully without excessive 

movement when installed.

Kool Series shade sails will invariably add style, 

comfort and class to your outdoor setting. Our 

PTFE sewing thread is guaranteed to last for the 

life of the fabric, and it maintains the strength 

of the seam even under the harshest outdoor 

conditions. It does not deteriorate, burst or  

break, despite years of exposure to weather and 

extreme temperatures.

› Designed for easy installation

› High (90%) UV block and high shade factor

› 13 year warranty

›  Simply add fitting hardware and follow the  

provided instructions to install

HIGH QUALITY READY MADE 

SHADE SAILS

OPTIONS

EQUILATERAL TRIANGLE   All sides are equal in length

CODE  KS ET12  KS ET14 KT ET16 KS ET18 KS ET20

SIZE (M)  3.7 x 3.7 x 3.7 4.3 x 4.3 x 4.3 4.9 x 4.9 x 4.9  5.5 x 5.5 x 5.5 6.1 x 6.1 x 6.1

RIGHT-ANGLE TRIANGLE   Right angled sides are equal in length

CODE  KS RT10  KS RT15 KT RT20

SIZE (M)  3.7 x 3.7 x 3.7 4.3 x 4.3 x 4.3 4.9 x 4.9 x 4.9

SQUARE   All sides are equal in length

CODE KS SQ10 KS SQ12 KS SQ16 KS SQ18 KS SQ18

SIZE (M) 3.0 x 3.0 3.7 x 3.7 4.3 x 4.3 4.9 x 4.9 5.5 x 5.5 

RECTANGLE   Different width and length

CODE KS RE1012 KS RE1014 KS RE1214 KS RE1216 KS RE1218

SIZE (M) 3.0 x 3.7 3.0 x 4.3 3.7 x4.3 3.7 x 4.9 3.7 x 5.5

NOTE 1: These measurements are taken from the shackle at each corner, they do not include tensioners or fixings. These measurements are the size of the shade sail 
before it is stretched out or tensioned. For best results we recommend that a turnbuckle tensioner is used at every corner of the shade sail. 
NOTE 2: Hardware not included.



Our PTFE sewing thread  

is guaranteed to last for the  

life of the fabric, and it maintains  

the strength of the seam even under  

the harshest outdoor conditions. It does not  

deteriorate, burst or break, despite years of  

exposure to weather and extreme temperatures. 

PTFE SEWING THREAD

COLOURS

Colours shown indicative only.

ARCTIC WHITE

SF=75% 

COASTAL CREAM

SF=77% 

DESERT SAND

SF=87% 

ALPINE SILVER

SF=94% 

CHARCOAL GREY

SF=95% 

OCEAN BLUE

SF=93% 

DEEP SEA NAVY

SF=96% 

CANYON TAN

SF=92% 

SUNSHINE YELLOW

SF=80% 

CARBON BLACK

SF=97% 

MEADOW GREEN

SF=91% 

FOREST GREEN

SF=95% 

LAVA RED

SF=91% 

RIVER SAND

SF=90% 

13 YEAR

Marine grade 316 Stainless Steel 

D rings in each corner.

HARDWARE
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AVAILABLE FROM:

KOOL SERIES 

Kool Series shade sails are designed and 
fabricated to last, ensuring your return on 
investment is maximised.

www.shadetex.com


